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Agenda

• Key Success of a Better Board
• Establishing Committees
• Panel:
  • Toby Hooker, Comcast, Mt Rainier Chapter
  • Greg Harlan, PCT, Sooner State Chapter
Consensus Decisions

"A genuine leader is not a searcher for consensus but a molder of consensus."

Martin Luther King Jr.
Open Process

Sharing
news  data
information
knowledge
idea
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Trust

I don't trust words,
I trust actions!
Building Committees

- **Know Your Chapter Bylaws**
  - What committee chairs are required?

- **Create a Vision**
  - The committee should have a purpose and/or goal.

- **Delegate**
  - *Every Chapter Leader* is responsible for the success or failure of a chapter.
  - Delegate with purpose
    - Set expectations
      - Due Date, Responsibility
    - Give advanced notice
  - Let Go – once the person is trained **trust** they will get the job done!
Building Committees

• Accountability
  • Keep Record of who volunteered for what tasks
  • Follow-up

• Motivate
  • Buy-in on chapter goals & objectives
  • Match tasks with areas of expertise.

• Recognize Accomplishments
  • Communicating expectations
  • Thank you notes, gifts of appreciation
  • Be Proud of Your Chapter & Your Chapter Board Members!

• Have Fun!
Panel

Toby Hooker
Mt. Rainier Chapter

Greg Harlan
Sooner State Chapter
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Questions?

Robin Fenton
Sr. Director, Chapters & Membership
rfenton@scte.org
610-594-7329
Thank you!